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Analytical Solution of a Partially Penetrating Well 
in a Two-Layer Aquifer 

IRAJ JAVANDEL 1 AND PAUL A. WITHERSPOON 

Earth Sciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720 

The behavior of a two-layer aquifer pumped by a partially penetrating well is a matter of 
considerable interest. Analytical solutions are developed for drawdowns in either layer and are 
evaluated numerically to illustrate some typical cases. The validity of the solutions is demonstrated by 
comparison with the limiting single-layer case and with results from finite element calculations. 
Asymptotic solutions for small and large values of time are developed to show that (1) at early times 
with partial penetration the behavior of the pumped layer is exactly the same as that of a single layer 
and (2) at large values of time a semilog plot of drawdown versus time yields a straight line whose slope 
is only a function of the sum of the two transmissivities. A method is proposed for the interpretation of 
pump test data. 

INTRODUCTION 

The hydraulic response of a layered aquifer under the 
influence of a pumping well is a problem of interest in the 
fields of hydrogeology, geothermal engineering, and petro- 
leum engineering. Numerous papers have been written on 
various aspects of this problem. Hantush and Jacob [1955] 
have presented solutions for steady state flow to a well 
draining one of the layers of a two-layer bounded aquifer. 
Lefkovits et al. [ 1961] studied the transient performance of a 
stratified bounded reservoir where the producing well is 
completely penetrating and there is no crossflo TM. Papadopu- 
ios [1966] has studied the same problem for only two layers 
of infinite areal extent. A similar problem but with crossflow 
between adjacent layers has also been investigated by Katz 
[1960] and Russell and Prats [1962] for the case of constant 
head at the wellbore and by Jacquard [1960] for constant 
flow rate. 

In addition to the above works, whicti are all based on the 
analytical approach, many authors have applied numerical 
as well as analog models to problems of flow in layered 
aquifers [Vacher and Cazbat, 1961; Pizzi et al., 1965; 
Javandel and Witherspoon, 1968, 1969; NeUman and With- 
erspoon, 1969; Kazemi and Seth, 1969]. Recently, Javandel 
and Witherspoon [1980] studied the problem of flow to a 
partially penetrating well in a two-layer aquifer where the 
well is open in the top layer and the lower layer is considered 
to be infinitely thick. 

In this paper we shall present an analytic solution to the 
problem of transient flow to a partially penetrating well that 
is open in either layer of a two-layer system where both 
layers are finite in thickness. Crossflow is permitted at the 
interface between the two layers. These solutions can easily 
be evaluated numerically. Asymptotic forms of the solution 
for small and large values of time are developed from the 
general solution. The approach here is to solve the problem 
when the pumping well is orily partially open in the top of the 
upper layer. Note that by symmetry, this is the same as the 
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case when the pumping well is only partially open in the 
bottom part of the lower layer. 

A second solution is developed for the case when the 
pumping well is only partially open within the lower layer 
but just below the interface between the two layers. Just as 
before, by symmetry, this solution is also valid for the case 
whe n the pumping well is open within the upper layer but 
just above the interface. 

The analytical solutions are evaluated numerically and 
results are presented in dimensionless form on semilogarith- 
mic plots for a few different parameters. Based on the 
application of these results, a method is proposed for inter- 
pretation of the pump test data in two-layer aquifers. 

WELL OPEN IN THE TOP LAYER 

Let us consider an aquifer consisting of two layers that are 
confined above and below by impervious layers, as illustrat- 
ed on FigUre 1. Each layer has its own flow Properties, is 
finite i n thickness, and extends radially to infinity. The 
interface between the two layers is an open boundary, 
meaning that no discontinuity of potential or its gradient is 
allowed across this surface. As illustrated in part a of Figure 
1, the top layer of the system is partially penetrated by a well 
of infinitesimal radius for a length I from the top of the 
aquifer. If the well is pumped at a constant rate Q, we are 
interested in determining the value of drawdown, s(r, z, t), at 
any point in the aquifer after pumping starts. By symmetry, 
this solution will also apply to the configuration given in part 
b of Figure 1. Note that the origin is on the axis of the well at 
the interface between the two layers. The differential equa- 
tions and initial and boundary conditions to describe this 
problem can be written as 

C)2Si 1 C)S i C)2Si 1 Osi 
•+-•+ = i= 1,2 (1) 
Or: r OF C)Z 2 ai Ot 

si(r, z, O) = 0 (2) 

Os 1 
• (r, h•, t) - 0 (3) 

0S2 

Oz 
• (r, -h2, t) = 0 (4) 
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t• s• 

. 
interface •e. r 

s2 K2, Ss 2 

bottom layer, and $3 for the zone between the elevation of 
the bottom of the well and the top of the lower layer. 

The solution of the problem can be obtained by successive 
application of Laplace and Hankel transformations over t 
and r, respectively. If we indicate the Laplace transform of 
si(r, t) by •i(r, p) and the Hankel transform of gi(r, p) by •i(•, 
p), then (1) through (9) become 

d2• -Q 
dz 2 - w•2• = 2z'lKff• (h• - l) < z < h• (tO) 

h2 s 2 K2, Ss 2 

J interface ,, r 
' • 

z 

B 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams of two-layer aquifers, (a) with a 
partially penetrating well in the top of the upper layer and (b) when 
the pumping well is only open in the bottom of the lower layer. 

lim si(r, z, t) = 0 (5) 

s l(r, O, t) = s2(r, O, t) (6) 

__ 0S2 Os i (r, O, t) = K2 • (r, O, t) Kl Oz Oz (7) 

lim (rOSil : Q •o Or j 2wKll 
(hi- /)<z<hl (8) 

lim (r OrJ =0 r-->0 

-h2 < z < (hi -/) (9) 

The above formulation is based on the assumption that both 
layers have an isotropic hydraulic conductivity. If, however, 
the radial hydraulic conductivity of each layer differs from 
that of the vertical, then by replacing r with r(Kz/Kr) u2 and 
considering a = Kz/Ss in the final solution, one obtains the 
answer for the anisotropic system. This procedure is only 
valid, however, when the ratio of Kz/Kr is the same in both 
layers. 

In order to handle the nonuniform boundary condition 
along the axis of the well, one can arbitrarily divide the top 
layer of the aquifer into two separate layers by considering 
an imaginary interface at the elevation of z = hi - I. The 
system is then made of three layers, two of them having the 
same flow properties. Let us then designate three different 
symbols for drawdown: s l for the top layer in the zone 
between the top of the aquifer and the imaginary horizontal 
plane passing through the bottom of the well, s2 for the 

d2•2 
w22•2 = 0 -h2 < z < 0 (tt) 

dz 2 

d2•3 
dz 2 

O•12•3 = 0 0 < z < (hi - /) (12) 

•(f, hi, p) = 0 (13) 
dz 

d]2 
• (f, -h2, p) = 0 (14) 
dz 

•l(s e, hi - 1, p) = •3(f, hi - 1, p) 

•3(f, 0, p) -- •2(f, 0, p) 

(15) 

(16) 

d]l d•3 

• (f, h, - l, p) = • (f, hi - l, p) (17) 

d•2 d•3 

K2-•ff (f, 0, p) = K,-•ff (f, 0, p) (18) 

where 

601 __ __ q_ •2 602 __ • q- •2 
•1 

Equations (t0) through (12) are now simple, ordinary differ- 
ential equations whose solutions may be readily written as 

•1 = CI cosh [wl(z - hi)] + 
Q 

2 
2 ,rlK ffa Wl 

(19) 

•2 = C2 cosh [w2(z + h2)] (20) 

•3 -" A sinh (wiz) + B cosh (wlz) (21) 

Note that conditions (13) and (14) have already been consid- 
ered in writing (19) and (20). 

Constants A, B, C1, and C2 can be found through applica- 
tion of boundary conditions (15) through (18). By substitut- 
ing the expressions for the above constants in (19) through 
(21) and performing the Hankel transform inversion, one can 
obtain 

2 z'lK1 1 ptol 

ß [K2w2 sinh (w2h2) cosh [wl(hl - /)] 

+ Kiwi cosh (w2h2) sinh [oh(h• - /)]][FF(oh, w2)] -•} 
ß Jo(•r)f ds e (22) 
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g2 = Q f• cosh [02(z + h2)] 2 rrlK l p wl 2 

Klwl sinh (wl/)J0(•r)f d• 

FF(Oal, 02) 
(23) 

g3 = Q I• sinh (0)10 2 ,rlK1 pro12 

ß [K2w2 sinh (w2h2) sinh ((o•z) 

+ KIWI cosh (02h2) cosh (WlZ)][FF(to 1, (o2)] -1 

ß Jo(s•r)s • d• 

where 

(24) 

FF(Wl, 0)2) = K20y2 sinh (oy2h2) cosh (Wlhl) 

+ Kiwi cosh (oy2h2) sinh (Wlhl) 

Equations (22) through (24) represent the Laplace transform 
solutions for drawdowns in the two-layer system. 

To obtain the inverse solutions of (22) through (24), let us 
first consider 

fl(p) cosh [(.Ol(Z -- hi)] 
0(p) -= = 2 

g(p) ptol 

ß [K20Y2 sinh (oy2h2) cosh [wl(hl - /)] 

+ Kiwi cosh (to2h2) sinh [wl(hl -- /)]] 

ß [FF(w•, (.O2)] --1 (25) 

If the zeros of g(p) are shown by Pl, P2, P3, ' ' ', Pn, ' ' ' such 
that each of them has a different value, provided that fi(Pn) 
• 0 and g'(Pn) • O, then the inverse transform of O(p) may 
be obtained from the following formula [Jaeger, 1949]' 

o• •(Pn) 

G(t) = L-•{0(p)} = n_• g'(Pn) • e pnt (26) 

Any of the summation terms in (26) may be replaced by 

. ePn t 
g(P) P=Pn 

The zeros of g(p), as defined in (25), are p = 0 and p = -•2al 
(equivalent to •ol 2 = 0), as well as all zeros of 

FF(•ol, w2) = K202 sinh (02h2) cosh (•Olhl) 

+ K•o• cosh (02h2) sinh (•Olhl) = 0 (27) 

Depending on the nature of •Ol and 02, four different cases 
must be considered. 

Case 1. When both •ol and 02 are real, the left-hand side 
of (27) is always greater than zero, and as a result, the 
equation has no zeros for such a case. 

Case 2. If both •o• and 02 are purely imaginary, then we 
may introduce the following change of variable, 

(.01 = --ifi/hi 02 = -i'y/h2 

where/3 and •, are both real and positive. Equation (27) may 
now be written as 

A3'n tan ¾n + fin tan fin = 0 (28) 

where 

A = ]•n = hi 2 +s• 2 -s• 2 
Klh2 Zk•22 

Equation (28) has an infinite number of zeros such as •'l, ¾2, 
¾3, '' ', %, '' ', and the corresponding values of Pn are 
given by 

"n = "2 k • + •2 (29) 
Note that the common roots of cos T = 0 and cos fl = 0, ff 
any, are also zeros of (27). 

Case 3. When • is real and • is purely imaginary, then 
one can set • = •n/h• and • = •iTn/h2, where again Tn 
and •n are real and positive numbers. In this case (27) 
becomes 

where 

A% tan •'n - /•n tanh •n -- 0 (30) 

Equation (31) also has a limited number of zeros. 
Depending on the parameters of the problem, zeros of 

either one or two of the last three cases described above 

must be considered. Once the zeros are found, correspond- 
ing terms in the summation in (26) can easily be calculated. 
In (26) the term corresponding to p = 0 is 

(p - 0)fl(0) cosh [•Z -- hi)] 
f(o = = 

g(0) 

ß {K2 sinh (•h2) cosh [sr-(hl - /)] 

+ K1 cosh (•h2) sinh [sr-(hl - /)]} 

ß {K2 sinh (•h2) cosh (•h0 

+ Ki cosh (•h2) sinh (•hl)} -1 (32) 

and the term corresponding to p = - •2al is 

e = e (33) 
= •2 g(P) p --•2•t 1 

Therefore (26) may be written as 

1 _ •2 ozlt n• 1 fi(Pn) ePnt (34) G(t): f(O- • e + : g'(Pn-•• 
where Pn are now only roots of (27). 

Noting that 

pw12 = • (1 - e- (35) 

where 

A% tanh % - fin tan fin -- 0 (31) 

Equation (30) usually has a limited number of zeros. 
Case 4. When tOl is purely im0ginary and 02 is real, then 

let tOl = -+ifin/hl and 02 = -+ 'gn/h2, where 7, and fl, are both 
real and positive. Here (27) may be written 
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the inverse Laplace transform of (22) may now be written 

s•(t) = L-•{gl(p)} 

(;2 2rdK• Jo(•r)• - 

oo •(Pn) ePn, ) d• (36) - n--•l g'(Pn) 
By introducing the following dimensionless parameters: 

SD = 4rcK•h•s/Q tD = a•t/r 2 rD = r/hi 

ZD = z/h• ID = l/hi H = h2/h• D = 

A = K2h•/K•h2 x = •h• 

(36) becomes 

2 f• [ 1 oo Bi' So, = •D XJo(xro) 

+ x ax (37) 

where 

cosh [x(! - ZD)] 

fl(X) = X2 ß {AH tanh (Hx) cosh [x(1 - ID)] 
+ sinh Ix(1 - ID)]}{AH tanh (mx) cosh (x) 

+ sinh (x)} -• (38) 

and the expressions for A' and B•' depend on the nature of 
to• and o2. If both tol and o2 are pure imaginary, then 

mt=(21--)(•ln2 {•n[ D-- (••nnn)21 •n [ H2 + x 2) H 2 cos ¾n sin 
+ •n2(AH 2 + D) cos ¾n cos 

- (H2[?--7-n + ADen) [•n2Sin Tnsi.nf•n} (39) 7n 

Bi' = cos [[3n(ZD -- 1)]{Ayn sin ¾n cos [/3n(1 -- ID)] 

-3- •n COS Tn sin [/3n(1 -- /D)]} (40) 

If either to• or o2 becomes real, then •n or Tn in (39) and (40) 
should be replaced by (irOn) or (iTn), respectively. 

One can find the inversion of g2 and g3 in a similar manner. 
In dimensionless forms, the solutions become 

SD: = •D XJoCXFD) f2(x)+ n=•l 

where 

1 

f2(x) = •-. {cosh [X(ZD + H)] sinh (XlD)}{AH sinh (xH) 

f3(x) = 

ß cosh (x) + cosh (xH) sinh (x)} -I (43) 

sinh (XlD) 

X2 ' {AH sinh (xH) sinh (XZD) + cosh (xH) 
ß cosh (XZD)}{AH sinh (xH) cosh (x) 

+ cosh (xH) sinh (x)} -• (44) 

and when wl and o2 are both pure imaginary, 

B3' = sin (BnlD){A Tn sin Tn sin (BnZD) 

-- •n COS Tn COS (•nZD)} (46) 

Here, too, if either w• of • becomes real, then •n or Tn in 
(45) and (46) should be replaced by (i•n) or (iTn), respective- 
ly. 

Solution for single-layer case. The solution for a single- 
layer aquifer with a pa•ially penetrating well can be ob- 
tained from the two-layer solution by letting the hydraulic 
conductivity of the lower layer vanish. Letting K2 = 0, (22) 
becomes 

g,_ Q f:{1 cosh [w,(z - h,)] 2•IK• p•l 2 pWl 2 

ß sinh [to•(h• -/)] } d• (47) sinh (tOlhl) ' seJø(ser) 
g3 in (24) can also be written in a form identical with (47) if 
one sets K2 - 0. 

The Appendix shows that the inverse of g• may be written 
as 

dy + -sin• 
4rcK•h• . y -• n=l n hi 

ß nrr(z hi) exp -y cos h• 4•1• (48) 
Equation (48) is exactly the same as that given by Hantush 
[1957]. 

Solution for small values of time. To find a solution for 
the early stages of pumping, one has to look for sufficiently 
large values of p corresponding to small values of t. Let us 
consider the second part of the integrand in (22). By rear- 
ranging this term, one gets 

SD3 = •D XJo(XrD) f3(X)+ n_•l B3' ¾; 

•H 2 + x 2) dx (42) 

cosh [to•(z - h•)] 

Ptøl 2 ß {K2O2 sinh (to2h2) cosh [to•(h• - /)] 
+ K•to• cosh (o2h2 sinh [to•(h• - /)]} 

ß {K2O2 sinh (o2h2) cosh 

+ K•to• cosh (o2h2) sinh (to•h•)} -• 

cosh [to•(z - h•)] sinh [to•(h• -/)] 

ptol 2 sinh (to•h•) 
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ß {K2t02 tanh (to2h2) coth [tol(hl - D] + KltOl} 

ß {K2• tanh (to2h2) coth (tOlhl) + KltOl} -1 

that 

(49) Q 

Noting that coth (x) is almost equal to unity for all values of x 
> 3, the right-hand side of (49) may be simplified to 

cosh [O.)I(Z -- hi)] sinh [tol(hl - D] 

ptol 2 sinh (tOlhl) 

provided that tol(hl -- D --• (10) 1/2. As a result, under this 
condition, (22) becomes 

Q f•{pl cosh [tOl(Z - hi)] 2rdK1 •12 pro12 

sinh [tol(h 1 - /)] } ds e sinh (tOlhl) ' •J0(&) 
which is identical with (47) and therefore leads to the 
solution for the single-layer partial penetration problem. 

The above condition may be expressed in terms of real 
time. Recalling the definition of tOl, we can write 

or 

__/)2> 10 

(hi- /)2 
10a• 

t• 

In terms of dimensionless parameters, this becomes 

(1 - ID) 2 
tD --< (50) 

10rD 2 

For values of tD that are less than this, the two-layer aquifer 
behaves as if the lower layer were absent, or in other words, 
the transient effects have not yet reached the interface. 

Solution for large values of time. To obtain a solution for 
large values of time, we shall examine the case when p is 
small. One may note that at large values of time and 
provided that r _> 1.5[hi + K2h2/Kl], only small values of • 
make a major contribution. Since sinh x = x and cosh x = 1 
when x < 0.01, (22) may be simplified to the following for 
sufficiently large values of time, provided that r _> 1.5[hi + 
K2h2/K1]: 

_ Q ff{l l h2K2oy22+KltO12(hl-D.l •1- 2rclK• Pt•l 2 ptol 2 h2K2t022 + Klto12hl 
ß Jo(•r)• d• (51) 

After simplification, (51) becomes 

Sl = Q f• 1 (J0(&)s e dO 2rrKlhl p 

ß h2K2 P+ •2 + P+ •2 (52) 
t•hlKl "2 •1 

From the tables of Laplace transforms, one can easily find 

2•r(Klhl + K2h2) fff Jø(ser)se {[ 1-exp 
ß -S-Slhl + 

Equation (53) may be written as [Javandel, 1982] 

(53) 

where 

Q I• ,e -y S 1 = •dy 
4•r(Klhl + K2h2) y 

(54) 

r2(Sslhl + Ss2h2) 
4t(T• + T2) 

Note that (54) has the form of the well-known exponential 
integral. In dimensionless form, we then have 

= dy (55) SD' 1 + (T2/T•) y 
Since we are dealing with large values of time, (55) may be 
approximated by 

2.3 ( 2.25(1 + T2/T1) ) SD1 • 1 + (T2/T1) log tD + log 1 + (Ss2h2/Ss,h•) (56) 
This is a very interesting result because it indicates that a 
semilog plot of dimensionless drawdown versus dimension- 
less time will yield a straight line when the pumping time 
becomes sufficiently large. The slope of this line will be 

2.3 
tn = (57) 

1 + T2/T1 

and when r -> 1.5[hi + (K2h2)/K1], the value of to corre- 
sponding to SD1 = 0 will be given by 

1 + (Ss2h2/Sslhl) 
tDo = 2.25(1 + T2/T•) (58) 

Although (58) holds for r _> 1.5[hi + (K2h2)/K1], (57) is true 
for all values of r. Note that the expression r _> 1.5[hi + 
(K2h2)/K1] is only approximate and is generally conserva- 
tive. For large values of time and at radial distances beyond r 
--> 1.5[hi + (K2h2)/K1], the equipotentials in the aquifer are 
almost vertical. This means the effect of partial penetration 
beyond that radial distance could be ignored, particularly if 
the drawdown is measured in an observation well rather than 

in a piezometer. 
Another important result that can be drawn from (54) is 

that if we introduce a new set of dimensionless definitions 

for drawdown and time in the following form: 

and 

4'tr(T1 + T2) 
S•D1 = $1 (59) 

Q 

JD = t(T1 + T2) 
F2(Sslhl + Ss2h2) 

(60) 

then plots of S•Dl versus JD for two-layer aquifers at large 
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values of time and r -> 1.5[hl + (K2h2)/K1] will coincide with 
the Theis curve. 

WELL OPEN IN THE LOWER LAYER 

When the pumping well is open along length l in the upper 
part of the lower layer, as illustrated in part a of Figure 2, a 
set of solutions for s l, s2, and s3 can be obtained using the 
same approach discussed above. By symmetry, these solu- 
tions will also apply to the situation illustrated in part b of 
Figure 2. 

In the Laplace domain the solutions for the first case in 
each of the three layers are as given below: 

_ Q fo•{Cash[ø•l(Z-hl)] '•l -- 2 ,rlK2 pw22 

ß K2• {sinh (•h2) - sinh [•(h2 -/)]}t Jo(•r)• d• (61) FF(col, w2) 

It can be easily verified that (61)-(63) satisfy the appropri- 
ate boundary conditions. The Laplace inversion of the above 
expressions can be readily obtained through the same proce- 
dure discussed above. With regard to the inversion of gl, 
note that the nonremovable zeros of the denominator in the 

integrand are p = 0 as well as all the roots of FF(col, •) = O. 
Finally, the solutions for s l, s2, and s3 in nondimensional 
form are 

SD 1 = 

ß Rl(2)+ = -•-exp[-('yn2 + 22)}D?D 2] d2 (64) 

so• = •- 2Jo(2•o) 

_ Q f0 • J0(•r)• {1 - [1/FF(col o•2)]{Klcol sinh (colhi) •2 -- 2 •lK2 pt022 ' 
ß cash [o•2(z + h2)] + sinh [0•2(h2 -/)] [K20•2 cash (co•h•) 

ß cash (w2z) - Klcol sinh (w2z) sinh (colhi)]}} ds • 

,½3 = Q fo ø cash [w2(z + h2)][_Klco 1 sinh (colby) 2'rrlK2 po. v22 

+ K•col sinh (colh•) cash (to2/) + KEt02 cash (colh0 

(62) 

ß sinh (w2/)][FF(col, 0)2)] -1 J0(•/')• d• (63) 

z 

s I K1,$s I 

interface t I s2 • • 

L 3 .... K2,Ss2 s$ 

interface 
s! K2'Ss2 
s 1 K1, S•, 1 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of two-layer aquifers, (a) with a 
partially penetrating well open only in the top of the lower layer and 
(b) when the pumping well is open in the bottom of the top layer. 

ß {-•-- R2(2) + 7• '•- exp [-(•/n 2 + 22)iD•D 2] d.• 

SD 3 = 

(65) 

ß R3(2) q- : • exp [-('yn 2 q- 22)•D•D 2] d2 (66) 
where 

cash [2(œ0 -/:/)] {sinh (2) sinh [2(1 •o)]} R•(2) = - - 

ß {cosh (2/:D sinh (2) + (1-jr/a) sinh (2/:/) cosh (2)} -1 (67) 

R2(2) = {22[cash (2/?/) sinh (2) + (B/A) sinh (2//) cash (2)} -1 

ß {(•/A) sinh (2f/) cash [2(œo + 1)] + sinh [2(1 - •o)] 

ß [cash (2f/) cash (2œo) - (•/A) sinh (2œo) sinh (2f/)]} (68) 

cash [2(œo + 1)] [ (B/A) sinh (2/2/) R3(•') = -- 
2 2 

+ (B/A) sinh (2//) cash (2•o) + cash (2/:D sinh (2•o)] 

ß [cash (2/2/) sinh (2) + (•/A) sinh (2//) cash (2)] -• (69) 

If col and • are both pure imaginary, 

q2 = sin [%(1 - [o)] {•/n cos fin COS (•/n•O) 

q- (fin/A) sin (•/n•O) sin/•n} 

+ (fin/A) sin •n COS [•/n(•D q- 1)] 

q3 = cos [•/n(•O + 1)] {(fin/A) sin 

- (•n/A) sin •n COS (•/n•D) 
-- 'Yn COS •n sin 

(70) 

(71) 

(72) 
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14 

I0 

œD = 0,2, ZD= 1,0, H:O,5 
-- K2/Ki=O,I, Ss2/Ss]=l,O 

Two Ioyer 
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Fig. 3. Dimensionless drawdown versus dimensionless time for a two-layer aquifer compared with a single-layer 
system. 

• = __ (,yn 2 q_ .•2) i•n sin/3n COS 7n Ail•n2 A 2 

(D•27n_{_ [•n ) _ %2 sin 13n sin 7n [•n A7n 

q- •n 2 COS •n COS •n 1 q- (73) 
A 

If either •ol or • is real, then/3n or 7n in (70)-(73) should be 
replaced by (il3n) or (i7n), respectively. 

Examination of (62) reveals that if we let the hydraulic 
conductivity of the top layer vanish, the solution for s2 
converges to the case for a single layer with partial penetra- 
tion. However, in contrast to the previous case where the 
well was open only in the hpper part of the top layer, in this 
case, due to the direct contact between the two layers, the 
solution for s2 at small values of time cannot in general be 
closely approximated by a single-layer solution. Only when 
the ratio of Ki/K2 becomes very small does the single-layer 
solution apply to the lower layer. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Figures 3 through 5 show semilog plots of dimensionless 
drawdown versus dimensionless time for several selected 

parameters. Solutions for single-layer partial penetration 
[Witherspoon et al., 1967] have also been included for the 
sake of comparison. One notes that at early values of time 
the solutions for the two-layer aquifer coincides with that of 
the single-layer case. This was shown to be the case from the 
general solution. At large values of time, the slopes of the 
curves are in agreement with the values obtained from (57). 
As is apparent on these figures, the slopes of the curves must 
converge to rn = 2.3 when T2 = 0, which of course 
corresponds to the single-layer case for large values of time. 

Figure 6 was prepared to check the validity of (58). 

Dimensionless drawdown versus dimensionless time was 

computed for the special case where lo = 0.5, K2/K• = 0.5, 
h2/h• = 0.5, Ss, = Ss2, and zo = 1.0 for values of ro = 0.2, 
0.3, 1.0, and 1.5. As discussed above, when r -> 1.5[h• + 
(K2h2)/K•], at large values of time the system behaves 
essentially like a single-layer, homogeneous aquifer such 
that Teq = T• + T2 and Seq = Sslh I q- Ss2h2. If we substitute 
the appropriate values into (58), we obtain 

1 + Ss2h2/Sslh! 1 + 0.5 
= = = 0.53 Too 2.25(1 + T2/TO 2.25(1 + 0.25) 

To check this, the straight line for ro = 1.5 was extrapolated 
to so = 0, and as indicated on Figure 6, the intercept gives 
0.53. Although the real value of r in this case is somewhat 
smaller than 1.5[h• + (K2h2)/K•], nevertheless, this example 
shows that (58) still holds and indicates that the expression r 
-> 1.5[h• + (K2h2)/K•] is on the conservative side. 

A finite element model was also used to provide a numeri- 
cal approach to this same two-layer problem. Figure 7 shows 
a comparison of dimensionless results for ro = 0.1, 0.2, and 
1.0. Two different meshes were used to duplicate the condi- 
tions of the analytical model. The first mesh only included 
323 nodal points, and it is evident that computed drawdowns 
at any given time were too low for ro = 0.1 and 0.2 and too 
high for ro = 1.0. A second mesh using 681 nodal points gave 
much better agreement with the analytical results. This 
suggests that some care must be exercised when approach- 
ing this kind of complex problem from the numerical stand- 
point. 

APPLICATION TO AQUIFER Pump TESTS 

If a well is completed through the total thickness of a two- 
layer aquifer and is pumped at constant rate, the analysis of 
the results can only yield the transmissivity and storativity of 
the equivalent system. However, if the well is completed in 
only one part of either layer of the system, the following 
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Fig. 4. Effect of transmissivity contrast on drawdowns of a two-layer system. 

procedure can be used to investigate the hydrological prop- 
erties of the individual layers. The properties of the layer 
being pumped can be determined from the early time re- 
sponse at an appropriately located observation well. Since 
late time response reflects the properties of the combined 
system, one can then determine the properties of the un- 
pumped layer. 

Properties of pumped layer. Two different methods can 
be used to obtain results for the pumped layer: (1) the 
inflection method and (2) the type curve method. We shall 
present both below and then discuss a method of determin- 
ing the properties of the unpumped layer. 

Inflection method. This method has been introduced by 
Hantush [ 1961a] for a single-layer aquifer with partial pene- 
tration and will be reviewed briefly. One should construct a 

semilog plot of drawdown data from the piezometer versus 
time. If an inflection point is clearly indicated, a tangent to 
the curve at the point of inflection can be used to determine 
the slope of the curve min' = As/cycle. Hantush has shown 
that 

/32/• = xe x2 erf (x) (74) 

When the piezometer is open at the top of the aquifer, or 
when r > I and the depth to the opening in the piezometer is 
less than that of the pumping well, then/3 = l/r. On the other 
hand, when the piezometer is open at approximately the 
elevation of the bottom of the pumping well, /3 = 21/r. 
Knowing/3, one can evaluate x from (74) and then compute 

ui = (x//3) • (75) 

rD= 0,2, ZD=1,0, H=0,5 
12_ K2/Ki=0,5 S s /S =1,0 

i io ioo iooo 

tD= cz I t/r 2 
Fig. 5. Effect of penetration length of the pumping well on drawdowns of a two-layer system. 
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Fig. 6. Dimensionless drawdown versus dimensionless time for a two-layer system illustrating the slope and intercept 

time of a curve. 

The hydraulic conductivity K• can then be determined from 

2.3 Q 
K• = • e -u' erf (X) /3 = l/r 

4•rmin'l 

or 

2.3 Q 
K• = e -u' erf (x) /3 = 21/r 

8 '7rm in ' 1 

The next step is to evaluate a function that Huntush 
[ 1961 b] defined as 

fu • e-Y M(bli, j•) = •eff (/3V•y) dy 
i Y 

(76) 

and that has been tabulated [Huntush, 1961b; Witherspoon 
et al., 1967]. One then calculates drawdown at the inflection 

eo :o,•,,o=,,o, H:o,• ,.o.• • / 
• - •/•, :0,5, s,/s, :,.o *•>/ •'• q 

Analytic solution • :• a ' ' ' / • 0;2/ 
6 -- Finite-element f 323 nodes • / / • 

solution • 681 nodes u • •a • 

I IO IOO IOOO 

lD=E•t/r 2 
Ei•. 7. Comparison o½ the analytic solution with •nitc-clcmcm calculations. 
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point from 

Q 
Sin -- M(ui, 13) (77) 

B srK l l 

where B = 4 when/3 = l/r and B = 8 when/3 = 21/r. 
From the semilog plot of drawdown data, one reads the 

time tin corresponding to the value of Sin. Finally, the specific 
storage can be computed from 

S$1-'-- 4KltinUi/r 2 (78) 
Type curve method. This method is essentially the same 

as the standard log-log type curve method except that one 
must prepare a special type curve of so versus to for the 
appropriate parameters of the system. The method will again 
yield K1 and Ssl. 

The application of the inflection and type curve methods 
are based on the assumption that the early time response of 
the two-layer system is essentially controlled by the proper- 
ties of the pumped layer. This is generally the case when the 
piezometer is located at a radial distance from the pumping 
well that is less than half the thickness of the pumped layer. 

Properties of unpumped layer. To obtain the hydraulic 
properties of the unpumped layer, the semilog plot of 
observed drawdown versus time should reveal a straight line 
which reflects the properties of the combined system if the 
pumping test has been run for a sufficiently long period of 
time. The final slope m' of this straight line can be used to 
obtain (Klhl + K2h2) from 

2.3Q 
m' = (79) 

2'a(Klhl + K2h2) 

Since K1 has been evaluated and h l is known, (K2h2) is 
readily calculated. If h2 is also known, K2 is easily deter- 
mined. 

If one needs the specific storage for the umpumped layer, 
it will probably be necessary to have an observation well at 
some distance from the pumping well such that r > 1.5[hi + 
(K2h2)/K•]. As illustrated in Figure 6, an extrapolation of the 
straight line portion of the semilog plot back to the axis for 
zero drawdown can be used to determine the intercept time 
to. Then from (58), one can derive 

2.25 to(T1 + T2) 

Ss2h2 = r2 - Ss,hl (80) 

S$1 can be determined from either inflection method or the 
usual type curve analysis of early time results, and hi is 
presumably known. Thus (Ss2h2) is easily obtained from (80), 
and if h2 is known, one has Ss2. 

In the event there is only one observation well whose r > 
1.5[hi + (K2h2)/K1], the early drawdown data may not be 
sufficient to determine the properties of the pumped layer. In 
this case, one can only determine the hydraulic properties of 
the equivalent system. 

CONCLUSIONS 

An analytic solution to the problem of transient flow 
toward a partially penetrating well in a two-layer aquifer has 
been presented. Solutions have been developed for a pump- 
ing well that is open in either layer. The solutions have been 
evaluated numerically and graphical results for some typical 

cases are presented. The results have also been checked by 
comparison with finite element calculations. It was shown 
that the solutions reduce to the case for a single layer with 
partial penetration. Asymptotic solutions for small and large 
values of time have been developed to show that (1) at early 
times with partial penetration the behavior of the pumped 
layer is exactly the same as that of a single layer and (2) at 
large values of time, a semilog plot of drawdown versus time 
yields a straight line whose slope is only a function of the 
ratio T2/T1. Finally, a method of analyzing field data to 
determine the hydraulic properties of both the pumped and 
unpumped layers is proposed. 

APPENDIX: SOLUTION FOR SINGLE-LAYER CASE 

Here we show a procedure which would lead to the 
inverse Laplace transform of (47). The second part of the 
integrand in (47) may be written as 

cosh [o)l(z - hi)] sinh [o)l(hl - D] 

o)l 2 sinh (o)l h l) 

sinh [O)I(Z -- /)] + sinh [o)l(2hl - I - z)] 

2o)l 2 sinh (o)lhl) 

Now, by using the following formula from a Laplace trans- 
form table, 

{ sinh xX/-•p 1 L-1 p sinh aX/-•pJ 
x 2 © (-1) n 

a 7'/' n= 1 n2rt2t) nrrx exp a2 sin • a 

the inverse Laplace transform of X may be written as 

L_l{)k } = olle_a, e2t {hi ._- 1 hi 

2 • (--1) n 
•4---• 

qrn= 1 
exp - 

n2 •r2 a l t 

hi 2 

Since 

then 

ß sin 
n'rff h l - I) 

hi 
cos 

L - = O•1 exp 

o)12 

n•z - hi) } hi 

•1 exp (- "lSC2t) { I 2• (--1) n 
qrn= 1 • exp (- rt2•r2alt hi 2 ) 

n'rff h l - l) 
ß sin cos 

hi 

Noting that 

n 'rr( z - hi) } hl 

sin 
n'rff h l - l) 

hi 
= --(-- 1) n sin • 

n• 

hi 
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we may write 

S 1 = 
Q 

2 •rlKl Jo(•r)• [ hi exp (-aisc2r) 
2al • 1 nrcl n'tr(z- hi) - sin • cos 
7r n=l n hi hi 

ß exp (- •1•2•) exp - , dr d• e 
hi 2 

By changing the order of integration, performing integration 
with respect to so, and applying the following formula 

xe-aX2Jo(bx) dx = -- exp - 
2a 

we obtain 

Q f0 f2-•lr (4a•r) 2 n•l 1 nrd Sl = 2½r•-K• exp - + -- - sin •r n •-• 

n'rr(Z-hl) l(r2n2'rr2alr)} ß ß •exp ß dr cos hi 2r 4air h• 2 
By introducing the following change of variables 

4a•r 4a•r 

finally, the Laplace inversion of (47) may be written 

- •f• -- 2h' n• 1 n•l Q exp (-y) dy + - sin • s• - 4•K•h• . y •l n h• 

ß cos nrr(z - h•) exp -y •yy•l 5 • hi 

NOTATION 

A = K2hl/Klh2. 
D = a2/al. 
hi thickness of the top layer, m. 
h2 thickness of the lower layer, m. 
H = h2/h•. 
•= hi/h2. 

Jo(x) Bessel's function of the first kind and zero order. 
/42 hydraulic conductivity of upper and lower layers, 

respectively, m/s. 
l depth of penetration, m. 

lD = l/hi. 
ID = l/ti2. 

L -I Laplace transform inversion operator. 
rn final slope of the dimensionless time-drawdown 

curve. 

m' final slope of the time-drawdown curve of the 
observed data, m/cycle. 

min' slope of the tangent at the inflection point of time- 
drawdown curve of the observed data, m/cycle. 

p Laplace transform parameter, s -l. 
Q rate of discharge, m3/s. 
r radial distance, m. 

rd = r/h•. 
•D = r/h2. 

SSl, SS2 

Seq 
si 

SD• 
•D• 

specific storage of the upper and lower layer, 
respectively, m -l. 
equivalent storage coefficient. 
drawdown of different layers, m. 
dimensionless drawdown, equal to 4rcKlhisi/Q. 
dimensionless drawdown, equal to 4,rK2h2si/Q. 

•D, = 4'tr(Tl + T2)Sl/Q. 
gi Laplace transform of si. 
= 

si Hankel transform of gi. 
Sin drawdown at the inflection point, m. 

t time, s. 
tD dimensionless time, equal to ait/r 2. 
[D dimensionless time, equal to a2t/r 2. 
JD dimensionless time, equal to t(Tl + T2)/r2(Ss•hl + 

Ss2h2). 
tin time at the inflection point, s. 

Tl, T2 transmissivity of the upper and lower layer, re- 
spectively; m2/s. 

z vertical coordinate, m. 
Z D = z/h•. 
•D = z/h2. 

al, a2 hydraulic diffusivity of layer 1 and 2, respectively; 
m2/s. 

% roots of characteristic equations. 
sc Hankel transform parameter. 

O) 1 = ((dO/O•l) _3_ •2)1/2. 
to2 = ((P/a2) + •2)1/2. 
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